Structure Modification toward Applicability Domain of a QSAR/QSPR Model Considering Activity/Property.
In drug and material design, the activity and property values of the designed chemical structures can be predicted by quantitative structure-activity and structure-property relationship (QSAR/QSPR) models. When a QSAR/QSPR model is applied to chemical structures, its applicability domain (AD) must be considered. The predicted activity/property values are only reliable for chemical structures inside the AD. Chemical structures outside the AD are usually neglected, as the predicted values are unreliable. The purpose of this study is to develop a methodology for obtaining novel chemical structures with the desired activity or property based on a QSAR/QSPR model by making use of the neglected structures. We propose a structure modification strategy for the AD that considers the activity and property simultaneously. The AD is defined by a one-class support vector machine and the structure modification is guided by a partial derivative of the AD model and matched molecular pairs analysis. Three proof-of-concept case studies generate novel chemical structures inside the AD that exhibit preferable activity/property values according to the QSAR/QSPR model.